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SPECTRUM REDUCING EXTENSION FOR
ONE OPERATOR ON A BANACH SPACE

C. J. READ

ABSTRACT. In this paper we show that, given an operator T on a Banach

space X, there is an extension Y of X such that T extends in a natural way

to an operator T~ on V", and the spectrum of T~ is the approximate point

spectrum of T. This answers a question posed by Bollobas, and contributes to

a theory investigated by Shilov, Arens, Bollobas, etc. The unusual transfinite

construction is similar to that which we used earlier to find an inverse produc-

ing extension for a commutative unital Banach algebra which eliminates the

residual spectrum of one element.We also give a counterexample, consisting of

a Banach algebra L containing elements g\ and <?2 such that in no extension

V of L are the residual spectra of g\ and 92 eliminated simultaneously.

1. Introduction. Our result is clearly best possible in the sense that if an

element of the spectrum is removed in some extension, then that element cannot

have come from the approximate point spectrum.

The argument used to construct the extension Y of X involves transfinite in-

duction on the set fi of countable ordinals introduced for a similar purpose in our

earlier paper [1]. We have since used similar methods again in [7] to deal with the

special case when X is a Hilbert space; in this case, Y can be a Hilbert space also.

2. Preliminary definitions.

DEFINITION 2.1. Let fi denote the set of all countable ordinals. We shall tend

to use the symbols a, 0, and 7 for elements of fi.

DEFINITION 2.2. Given the operator T on a Banach space X, let aap(T) be

the approximate point spectrum of T; that is, let

<rap(T) = {A G C: inf{||(A7 - T)x\\: \\x\\ = 1} = 0}.

aap(T) is well known to be compact and nonempty.

DEFINITION 2.3. Let us choose, once and for all, a collection of neighborhoods

(Ui)jffy of ae(T) with the following properties.

(1) For each i G N, Ui D Ui+y (where U denotes the closure of U).

(2) Every component of Ui intersects a&p(T).

(3) n~i Ui = a&p(T).
DEFINITION 2.4. Given a Banach space Z, we define certain larger Banach

spaces as follows.
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(1) Let loo(Z) be the collection of all bounded sequences (zi)°ly C Z, with the

supremum norm

\\(Zi)~y\\   =   SUp\[Zl\]Z.
«6N

Let jz'- Z —> loo(Z) be the isometric embedding of Z in loo(Z) which sends z e Z

to the constant sequence (2^)^, such that each Zi = 2.

(2) Let Cq(Z) be the closed subspace of l<x,(Z) consisting of those sequences in

Z which norm converge to zero.

(3) Let Z+ denote the quotient space l00(Z)/co(Z), and let ttz'- Z —> Z+ be

the composition of the inclusion map jz with the quotient map pz'. l<x>(Z) —*

loo(Z)/c0(Z).

NOTE 2.5. ttz'- Z —♦ Z+ is an isometric embedding.

DEFINITION 2.6. Given a Banach space Z, let Z+ and irz: Z -» Z+ be as

in Definition 2.4. Then for each operator S G L(Z) we define an extension S+ G

L(Z+) as follows:

S+((2t)~! + C0(Z)) = (SZi)£y + c0(Z).

NOTE 2.7. Indeed, the map S —► S+ defines an isometric embedding of L(Z) in

L(Z+).
DEFINITION 2.8. We now proceed to define a collection of Banach spaces Xa,

one for each ordinal a G fi. The Xa's are directed by linking maps rap: Xa —► Xp

(a < P G fi) which are isometric embeddings. They must also satisfy the following

conditions.

(1) Xy = X, our original Banach space.

(2) For each a, Xa+y is the Banach space X£, and rQia+i is the map irxa '■ Xa —>

X£. For each 7 < a, rlta+y must then be rQQ+1 o r^,Q.

(3) For each limit ordinal 0, let Xp denote the direct limit of the sets {Xa: a <

P}, directed by the linking maps r. Xp inherits a normed vector space structure

from the XqS, a < 0. The space Xp is the completion of Xp, and each linking

map rap (a < 0) is the composition of the direct limit of the maps ra~, (a < 7 < 0)

with the embedding of Xp in the completion Xp.

By transfinite induction, there is just one collection (Xa)a€ci satisfying these

conditions. Since we need to have a natural way of extending our operator T from

X to the larger spaces Xa, we must have one more inductive definition in this

section.

DEFINITION 2.9. Given the operator T we proceed to define extensions Ta of

T to the larger spaces Xa as follows, beginning with Ty = T.

(1) For each a, Ta+1 = (Ta) +.

(2) For each limit ordinal 0, let Tp denote the direct limit of the maps Ta, a < 0.

Tp is the unique continuous extension of Tp G L(Xp) to the completion Xp of Xp.

Once again, there is just one collection of extensions Ta, given the original op-

erator T. The map T-»Ta defines an isometric embedding of L(X) in L(Xa).

3. Definition of an admissible sequence. We are now ready to define a

new collection of Banach spaces, one of which will be the extension of X which we

require.
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DEFINITION 3.1. For each a e fi, n e N, let VQ(n) be the vectorspace of all

bounded analytic functions Un -* Xa. Let || • ||q    denote the supremum norm on

vin),

||/||W=   SUp  ||/(2)|Ua.

There is a natural embedding of Xa in Va as the constant functions, and we shall

denote this embedding by ipan' . If no confusion is possible about the values of a

and n, we will just write ip for our embedding.

We wish to impose a more complicated norm on Va', determined by a sequence

of constants (£i)™=1 which we shall choose. We shall always assume that each e% is a

positive real number less than 1, and the sequence (Si)n=1 is monotonic decreasing.

Given such a sequence, we define a norm in the following way.

DEFINITION 3.2. Given a sequence e = (ffi)"=1 we define a norm on Vq as

follows: forall/GVa(n),

H/||W = inf(||c|k, + J2U/'Hil)'-ceXa, heVW,
I i=i

c + J2 Sifi(z) = f(z) for all z G Un \ .
i=l )

We note that for all / G VQ(n),

||/||in)<||/||L')<^1-||/lliB),

so || ■ ||q is a genuine norm on Va . The embedding ip is obviously an isometric

embedding of Xa in (Va , || ■ ||q ) as the constant functions. Not at all obvious,

though, is the fact that we can embed Xa in a similar way in a certain quotient

space of Vq    , defined below.

Recall that T is our given operator on X whose spectrum we wish to reduce.

For each a G fi, let Ta be the extension of T to the space Xa defined in §2.7.

DEFINITION 3.3. (1) For each a e fi, n e N, let Zan) denote the || • \\an) closed

subspace of Vq ' generated by those analytic functions / G Vq    which satisfy

f(z)=zg(z)-Taog(z)

= (zl - Ta) o g(z)

for all 2 eUn, where g is another element of Va   .

(2) Let Fq"' be the quotient space vin)/^Qn), and let *Qn) be the map Xa -+

Ya    obtained by composing the embedding

iP'.Xa^V^

with the quotient map VQ     —» Va   /Za   . We shall write

(^B)j-nin)),    (Y<r] ,u • n£e))

for the normed quotient spaces obtained from (Va , \[ • \\a ), (Va , \[ ■ ||a ) respec-

tively.
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We are crucially interested in the map $; we claim that for a suitable choice of

the sequence e the map *: Xa —* (Ya   , [[ ■ [[a') is an isometric embedding of Xa
(n)

in Fq '. Hence, we make the following definition.

DEFINITION 3.4. The sequence (e»)n=1 is said to be admissible for the ordinal

a e fi if the map tf: Xa -> (Y^, [[ ■ ||Qe)) is an isometry.

Our claim is as as follows.

THEOREM 3.5. There is a decreasing sequence (£t)^i of strictly positive reals

such that for every n G N and every a G fi, the sequence (£i)"=1 is admissible for

a.

The proof of this consists of several stages.

4. Existence of admissible sequences. The general outline of the proof that

there is a sequence as described in Theorem 3.5 is as follows.

First we observe that if (£i)"=1 is admissible for a then so is any (£i)"=1 with

each e[ < £,. Next, we prove that there is an ey > 0 which is admissible for every

a G fi. Then we assume as an induction hypothesis that there is a sequence (£i)"=1

admissible for all a G fi, and prove the following.

For every 0 < 8 < 1 there is an £n+i > 0 such that the sequence <5£i, <5£2, ̂£3,...,

<$£n,£n+i is admissible for every a G fi.

However, this completes the proof, since we can then choose sequences

£1

8yEy,  e2

828yEy,   82E2,  £3

<53(52<5i£i, 8382s2, 83e3, e4

and so on, where each sequence is admissible for all a G fi, and \~[°^.y h > 2- But

then the sequence (^sx)^.y satisfies our requirements.

Let us then make our preliminary observation concerning admissible sequences.

LEMMA 4.1. If (£i)™=1 is admissible for a and (£;)"=, satisfies 0 < e[ < Ei for

each i, then (£^)"=1 is admissible for a.

PROOF. The map ip: Xa —► (Va , || • ||Q ) is an isometry, and the quotient

map Va    —► Ya     is of norm less than or equal to 1, so certainly ||*(x)||q   < ||x||

for all x e Xa, and similarly ||*(x)||q     < ||x|| for all x G Xa.  The question of

admissibility depends on whether the reverse inequality holds, that is

(4.1.1)
llxll < ||*(x)||Qe)

- inf{||/||a£): / G Vi"\ and for some g G VJ"\ / + (zl - T) o g = x}.

However, the norm || • ||Q   certainly increases with decreasing e, so if this inequality

holds for some values (£t)"=1 it also holds with all smaller values (£^)"=1.

Our next task is to prove that there is an £i > 0 such that £i is admissible for

all a G fi.
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Fix an a G fi. Let us prove that there is an ey > 0 such that ey is admissible for

a. We require the following lemma.

LEMMA 4.2. The approximate point spectrum ofTa is the same as the approx-

imate point spectrum ofT.

PROOF. We shall in fact show more than this; in fact, for each a,

(4.2.1) inf{||(A7 - TQ)x||: x G Xa, \\x\\ = 1}

is equal to

(4.2.2) inf{||(A7-T)x||: x G X, ||x|| - 1}.

Since A is in the approximate point spectrum if and only if the appropriate infimum

is zero, this clearly proves the result. Moreover, Ta is an extension of T to a larger

space Xq, so it is certain that expression (4.2.1) is less than or equal to (4.2.2).

Conversely, we claim that for all x G Xa, A G C such that ||x|| = 1, we have

(4.2.3) ||(A7 - Tq)x|| > inf{||(A7 - T)y\[: y G X, \\y\\ = 1}.

The statement is clearly true for a = 1, when Xa = X and Ta = T. Proceeding

therefore by transfinite induction, let us assume the result is true for a particular

ordinal a. If

x G Xq+i = loo(Xa)/Co(Xa),

let us say x is in the equivalence class of the bounded sequence

(*)£l e Xa.

Then

||(A7 - Tq+1)x|| = ||[((A7 - Ta)xi)£i]\\leo{Xa)/eolXa)

(where [•] denotes the equivalence class of the sequence)

= limsup ||(A7-TQ)xi||xQ

^r n    n • r   11(^-^)3/11> limsup \\xi\\Xa ■   mf  -—jr-ji-"
y€Xa ||2/||

= limsup HxiU^ • inf{||(A/ - Ta)y\[: y G Xa, \\y\\ = 1}

= ||x||xQ+1 • inf{||(A7 - Ta)y[\: y G Xa, \\y\\ = 1}

= M-ini{[](XI-T)w][:wzX,[\w[[ = l},

by the induction hypothesis.

So if our claim is true for the ordinal a it is also true for a + 1. Moreover, an

inequality such as (4.2.3) is preserved under direct limits and completions, so it is

true for all a G fi.

Returning to the main problem of showing that, given a,

¥:XQ-(yj^||.||^))

is an isometry for some £i > 0, we note that since

||*(x)|| = inf{||/||i£'): / G Vj1', and for some g G V™, f+(zI-Ta)og = x},

it is certainly necessary that there should be no nonzero constant x G Xa which

can be represented as

(4-3.1) (zI-Ta)og(z)
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for all 2 in Uy, and some bounded analytic g. We know, however, that each Un

contains the approximate point spectrum of Ta (for it is equal to the approximate

point spectrum of T), so it is sufficient to prove the following lemma.

LEMMA 4.4. Let B be a Banach space, T G L(B), and let U and V be open

sets in C such that

(1) U contains the approximate point spectrum ofT,

(2) V contains U, and

(3) every component ofV intersects U.

Suppose we have

f(X) = (XI-T)og(X)

for all X e U, where f and g are analytic functions f:V—*B and g: U —> B.

Then there is an analytic extension g: V —* B of g.

Note: The proof that follows is very similar to that of Lemma 3 of [1].

PROOF OF LEMMA 4.4. We can find an open set W C C such that V = U\JW

and W n a&p(T) = 0. Each component of W will intersect U, and our problem is

to extend the analytic germs of g from U to all of W.

Since

(4.4.1) Wnaap(T) = 0

we claim there is an n > 0 such that A G W, x G B implies

(4.4.2) ||(A7-T)x||> nllxH.

For if not, there are sequences (Xn)rf=y C W and (xn)rf=1 C B such that ||xn|| = 1

but ||(An7 - T')xn|| —► 0. Then {An: n G N} must be bounded, so, taking a

subsequence as necessary, we may assume that An —► A G W. Then

||(A7 - T)xn|| < ||(A - An)x„|| + ||(An7 - T)xn||

= |A-An| + ||(An7-T)xn||

->0    asn-t oo.

Thus A G tTap(T), so A G W D aAp(T), contradicting the fact that this set is empty.

Let us choose an n > 0 such that (4.4.2) is satisfied. Now,

f(X) = (XI-T)og(X)

which implies that, for each n = 1,2,3,...,

/("'(A) = (A7 - T) o ffW(A) + ng^-'HX)

where h^ denotes the rth derivative of a function h. It follows that, if we have an

analytic germ of g at some point Ao G W, then

lb(")(A0)||<f:il/(r)(Ao)||-^-Q)"  '

for all n G N. So if the power series for / at Ao has radius of convergence 8 > 0,

then the power series for g at Ao has radius of convergence greater than or equal

to 77 A 8.

Therefore the radius of convergence is bounded away from zero on any compact

set in W; hence it must be possible to extend g throughout W, as required. Thus

Lemma 4.4 is proved.
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COROLLARY 4.5. Suppose for some ordinal a G fi, x G Xa, and analytic

function g: Un -* Xa we have, for all z eUn,

(zl - Ta) o g(z) = x.

Then x = g = 0.

PROOF. By Lemma 4.2, o~a,p(Ta) = a&p(T) C Un. Therefore we can apply

Lemma 4.4 with B = Xa, T = Ta, U = Un and V = C. Then the constant

function f(z) = x is indeed analytic throughout C, and /(A) = (A7 - Ta) og(X) for

all X e Un. So g extends throughout C to a bounded entire function, which must

be constant. Therefore x = g = 0.

Let us now prove that there is an £i > 0 which is admissible for a given a G fi.

LEMMA 4.6.   For each a G fi, there is an e > 0 such that e is admissible for a.

PROOF. It is required (in view of (4.1.1)) that we show that there is an e > 0

such that for all x G XQ,

ll** > Nl,
where the norm on Ya    of the equivalence class of the function x is

infdl/lli6': / e Vc[l\f(z) + (zl - Ta) ° g(z) = x for all zeUy, some g G V^}

= inf{||c||xQ + [\fi\[a1] :ceXa, he Vj1', and for some g G V™,

we have c + £1/1(2) + (27 -T)o g(z) = x for all zeUy}.

If this is less than ||x|| for a particular value of e then there are c, x G Xa,

C + eyfy + (zI-T)og = x    On Uy,

\\c\\ + [\h\[a1]<M-

So writing d = x — c, we have

eyfy + (zI-T)og = d,

\\fl\\a1]<\\x\\-\\c\\<\[d[[.

Suppose there is no e > 0 such that e is admissible for a. Then there are elements

(di)iZy e Xa, without loss of generality ||d,|| = 1 for all i, such that for all i,

dl = 2-lfl + (zI-T)ogl,

\\MP<i-
Now let Wy be any open set such that Wy cUy, WyC\a*p(T) = 0, and dWy D dUy.

Then as in the proof of Lemma 4.4, there is an 77 > 0 such that

||(A7-T)x||>77||x||

for all x G XQ, A G IVi; hence, for all A G Wy,

\\9i(X)[[ < l-\\(zl - T) o 9i(X)\\ = i\\di - 2-ifi(X)\\ < 1(1 + 2-).

So the gi's are uniformly bounded on Wy, hence, since dWy D dUy, the (fc's are

uniformly bounded throughout Uy by the maximum modulus principle, and indeed
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are uniformly differentiable on compact sets in Uy. Therefore we may define an

analytic function

67: Uy —> /qo(Xq)/co(Xq) = Xq+i

: «-» l(9i(z),gi(z),g3(z),...)]

where [•] denotes the equivalence class of the sequence in /oo(XQ)/co(XQ). Then

G(z) is an analytic function Uy -* Xa+y, and it is easy to see that (27 — TQ+i)67(2)

is identically equal to the constant function

[(di,d2,d3,...)] G XQ+1.

Therefore, by Corollary 4.5, G = [(di,d2,d3,...)] = 0, contradicting our original

hypothesis that each ||d,|| = 1, hence

||[(di)da,d3,...)]||j00(xa)/co(x«,) = limsup ||dj||x0 = 1-

So in fact there is an e > 0 which is admissible for the ordinal a.

Next, we prove the following:

THEOREM 4.7.   There is an e > 0 which is admissible for all a G fi.

PROOF. For each a e fi let £i(a) denote the supremum of all values £i such

that £i is admissible for a. This is strictly positive by Lemma 4.6, and it is a

decreasing function of a because for each 0 > a, and each fixed e, the linking map

ra0 '• Xq —► Xp

defines an isometry

Xa0:(V^,\\-\\^)^(V^,\\-\ff)

and

Xa0(Za1))CZp[1).

Therefore there is a norm 1 map aap induced by Xa0,

^'.Y^=V^/Z^-,V^/Z^=Yp^,

and if for all xp G Xp we have ||\I>(x0)|| > [[x^[[ then for all xQ G Xa we have

\\^\xa)\\ > [[aa0O*W(Xa)[\ = [[9p1](Ta0(Xa))[] > [\ra0(Xa)[\ = \\xa\\.

We claim that the infimum infQen(£i(a)) is strictly positive; for if for some

ordinals aj G fi we have £i(a;) t~>°°> 0, then £i(Ui° ai) = 0> contradicting Lemma

4.6. Thus Theorem 4.7 is proved. We adopt a similar style to prove

THEOREM 4.8. If the sequence (£i)"=1 is admissible for all a G fi then for

all 0 < 8 < 1 there is an en+y > 0 such that the sequence 8ey,8e2,8e3,... ,8en,

en+y is admissible for all a G fi.

The proof of Theorem 4.8 is quite similar to that of Theorem 4.7, and we begin

with an analog of Lemma 4.6.
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LEMMA 4.9. Given that (£i)"=1 is admissible for alia G fi, and given 6 G (0,1),

the following is true.

For each 0 G fi, there is an en+i such that the sequence 8ey,8e2,8e3,... ,8en,

£n+i is admissible for 0. Let us write e' for this sequence.

PROOF. In view of (4.1.1) it is sufficient that we show that there is an £n+1 > 0

such that for all x G Xp,

ll*(*)ll£ > Mix,,

where the norm in Vpn+ ' of the equivalence class of the constant function x is

{n+l

Hcll*> + £ ll/*ll* '■ ceX0,he Vp{%), and for some
i=i

g e Vp1' we have for all z G Un+y,

c + 8 ■ Y^ £ifi(z) + £n+i/«+i(z) + (zl - Tp) o g(z) = x > .

If this is less than ||x||xa for a particular x and £n+i, then for a suitable choice of

/i's, and a suitable choice of c, we have

n

c + 6 '^2£ifi + En+1/n+l + (zl -T)og = x,
1

IH + E iwi? <iwi-

Writing d = x - c, we have

n

6 'Z^2£*f* + £n+lfn+l + (zl -Tp)og = d,
I

n+l

£ |l/4° < 11*11 - IMI * Nl-
i

Suppose there is no £n+i > 0 such that the sequence e' is admissible for 0. Then

there are elements (dj)£Lj C Xp, without loss of generality ||dj|| = 1, such that for

each j,

d3=8-J2 £<fij) + 2~Jfnii + (*/ - T0) o ,U)
1

with

E Wfhlf <1    and   gWeV<jn+1\
i=l

Let Wn+1 be any open set such that Wn+i C Un+1, Wn+l D cre(T) = 0, and

dWn+1DdUn+y.

Then as in the proof of Lemma 4.4, there is an 77 > 0 such that

||(A7-T/3)x||>7/||x||
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for all x G Xp, X G Wn+1. Hence for all A G Wn+1, j G N,

||9(j)(A)||<^-||(A7-r/3)offW(A)]|

= I.   d<-*•£>/(>> (A)-2-V^fA)
' 1

* J • (i + £^ll/ij)ll?+1) + a-'ll/Silirx))

^^•(i+^i-Eii/^hIP+^ii/SiII^)

since we are assuming each ei < 1, 8 < 1, and Yl"+   II fi\\a   — !•

So the g^'s are uniformly bounded on Wn+y, hence, since dWn+y D dUn+y, the

g^''s are uniformly bounded throughout Un+1 by the maximum modulus principle.

Indeed, they are uniformly differentiable on compact sets in £/„+i.

Extracting a subsequence as necessary, we may assume that for each i = 1,2,

..., n the norm ||/t-    ||o   tends to a limit Aj as j —► oo. Then since for each j,

i=l

it is certainly true that

n

(4.9.1) £*<<!■
t=i

For each i = 1,2,..., n the functions f-3' are uniformly bounded on Ui as j runs

from 1 to oo, and are uniformly differentiable on compact sets in Ui. Therefore for

each i < n the function

Fi: Ui —► foo(X/j)/c0(X/?) = X/j+i

:*-[(/f1)W,/i(S,)W,/i(8)W,-)]

is analytic, hence is an element of Vi+j.

Moreover

11*4+1 = sup ii[(/iJ)(^))r=i]ii^+1
(4 9 2) "eUi

= sup lim sup ||//J)(2)|| < limsup \\fc)\\f = Xi.
2 j—KX j—>00

Let us further define

G: Un+y —> X^+1

:z^[(gW(z),gW(z),gW(z),...)].

G is also analytic on loo(X0)/co(Xp), since the g^'s are locally uniformly differ-

entiable.
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Moreover, since for each 2 G Un+y, j G N,

d3=8-J2 */<U) W + 2-VSi (*) + (*/ - Tfi) o /> > (2)

and since the sequence (2--7'/„+1(z))Jl1 is certainly a null sequence in loo(Xp), it

follows that in loo(Xp)/c0(Xp) we have identically

n

,5 ■ ££tF,(2) + (2/ - I>+1) o G(z) = [(dy,d2,dz,...)]
1

for all 2 G I/n+i- By Lemma 4.4, G extends analytically to that domain on which

the function
n

[(dy,d2,d3),...)]-8-J2^t
1

is defined, which is precisely Un since the C/j's are nested.

Hence writing G for this extension, we have for all 2 G Un,

n

(4.9.3) [(dy,d2,d3, ...)] = 8 • £ eiFi(z) + (zl - T0+1) o 6(2).
1

Now

||[(di,d2,d3,...)]||x/s+1 = limsup \\di\[Xg = 1.

But if we impose on VJ"^ the norm || • \\p+y determined by the finite sequence

ey,... ,£„, we find that

n*Si([(d»)£i])ii
{n n ^

l|c|| + £ IIMJfti: c + ££itti + (27 -!>+!) o 0 = [(rf,)^] on Un \

n

< J2 11^4+1    (with c = 0,hi=Fi,g = G, and using (4.9.3))
1

< 8    (by (4.9.2) and (4.9.1))

< 1.

But then Vp+y is not an isometry, which contradicts the fact that the sequence

(£j)"=1 is admissible for 0 + 1. So in fact there is an £n+1 > 0 such that the

sequence <5£i, ̂ £2,..., 8en, £n+i is admissible for 0.

PROOF OF THEOREM 4.8. Given (£i)"=1 admissible for all a G fi, and 8 G

(0,1), by Lemma 4.9 there is, for each ordinal 0, an £„+i depending on 0 such

that the sequence 8ey,8e2,..., 8en,en+y is admissible for 0. Let us write £n+i(0)

for the supremum of all such values £n+i- As in the proof of Theorem 4.7, we

find that en+y(0) is a decreasing function of 0. It must have a positive infimum,

however, because if ^ G fi (i G N), £n+i(0%) t^°°> 0, then £n+i(Ui°&) = ""' a

contradiction.

So there is an £n+i > 0, which is less than en+y(0) for all 0, hence the se-

quence 8ey, 6e2,8e3,..., 8en, £n+i is admissible for all 0. This concludes the proof

of Theorem 4.8.
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As an immediate corollary of Theorems 4.7 and 4.8 we have

THEOREM 3.5. There is a decreasing sequence (ei)^y of strictly positive con-

stants, such that for every n G N and a G fi, the sequence (£i)"=i is admissible

for a.

5. Proof of the main result.

THEOREM 5. Given the Banach space X and operator T G L(X), there is an

extension Y of X such that T extends continuously to Y, and the spectrum ofT in

Y is precisely the approximate point spectrum ofT in X.

PROOF. Let (£t)~, be a sequence of positive reals such that (£i)n=1 is admissible

for every a G fi.

Let V be the vectorspace of all analytic functions into X which are defined on a

neighborhood of a&p(T). On V we define a seminorm

H/ll = inf (||d||x + £ H/«lli° : " G N,dG X,/t G VXW,
I i=i

and for some g G Vy     we have for all A G Un,

d+J2 £*MX) + (XI ~ T) ° 9W = fW | •
i=l J

We know that || • || is always finite because every / defined on a neighborhood of

<7ap(T) is defined on Un for large enough n. It is immediate from the definition of

an admissible sequence that if for all n we have ey,e2,... ,en is admissible for a = 1

(Xy = X), then the norm of a constant function c in V will be precisely ||c||x- So

X is isometrically embedded in V as the constant functions. Moreover, the map

T e L(X) extends to a map f G L(V), where

f(f) = Tof.

Examining the definition of the norm on V, we find that ||T|| = ||T||. However, if

P ^ °ap(T), then pi — T has an inverse in L(V), namely the map

R» : V - V

where g(X) = (p - A)-1 • /(A). We claim this map is continuous on (V, || ■ ||). Fix

an m such that p ^ Um. If / G V, and e > 0 is given, we can write

n

/(A) = d + £ eifi(X) + (XI - T) o g(X)
i

on Un, where

n

(5.1) l|d||x + £||/,||(1')<||/||v-+£.
l
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Without loss of generality, m < n. Then for all A G Un,

(T?„(/))(A) = (p - A)"1 • Id + J2eih(X) + (XI - T) o g(X) J

= ((p-X)-1(d + f^eJi(X)\\

n

+ £ e, ■ (p - A)-1/»(A) + (A7 - T) o ((p - A)"1^))
m+l

n

= J2etti(X) + (XI-T)og'(X),
m

where for A G Un,

g'(X) = (p-X)-1-g(X);

for A G Um,

/mW = e-1(p-A)-1vfd + f;£,/<(A)J;

and for each m < i < n, and each XeUi,

mx) = (p-xri-h(x).
So

E u/;nil) = £ sup n/iWii
t=m t=mA6C/i

< Qup l(p-A)-1!) • je"1 • ([|d|| + f>||/4>) + £ ||/# |

< .,* r(ll/llv+£).
£m ■ d(p, Um)

Hence, ||7?M|| < l/(£m ■ d(p, Um))- So R^ is indeed continuous. Furthermore, R^ is

an inverse for p7 — T, because for all / G V,

(7?M o (p7 - f))/ = ((p7 - f) o R^f = g,

where

3(A) = (p-A)-1(p/(A)-To/(A)),

so

= A/(A)"-T,/(A)= (A/_r.jW
p - A p - A

Hence ||f/ - /||y = 0, so 7?M is indeed an inverse for p7 - T on V.

It remains only to consider the completion Y of the quotient space V/Z, where

Z is the subspace of all functions in V of norm zero, in order to have a genuine

Banach space to which T, R^ extend in an obvious way, so that Y is an extension

of X to which T extends in a natural way and loses all but its approximate point

spectrum. This proves the theorem.
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6. A counterexample concerning two elements of a Banach algebra. In

this section we exhibit a commutative unital Banach algebra L containing elements

gy and g2 such that

(1) Both gy and g2 are norm increasing (see below for definition).

(2) However, in no extension 7/ of L is it possible to remove the compact set \D

(D the closed unit disk in C) from the residual spectrum of both gy and g2.

L is built up from a family of Banach algebras L(N, k) which we proceed to

describe.

DEFINITION 6.1.

(a) The essential spectrum of the element x in a commutative unital Banach

algebra A over C is

{A G C: A1.A - x is a topological zero divisor}.

(b) The residual spectrum of x consists of all points of the spectrum which are

not in the essential spectrum.

(c) The element x is norm increasing if ||ax|| > ||a|| for all ae A.

Note that if x is norm increasing then int D (D the unit disk in C) contains no

point in the essential spectrum of x, and if we also know that x is not invertible,

then intD is contained in the residual spectrum of x (for the boundary of the

spectrum is contained in the essential spectrum). It is therefore natural to hope

that compact sets like \D can be removed simultaneously from the spectra of a

finite family of norm increasing elements; but this example will show that this is

not true for more than one element at a time.

Given any N > 3 and fc G N, we shall exhibit an algebra L(N, fc) with the

following properties.

(1) L(N, fc) is a commutative unital Banach algebra.

(2) L contains two norm increasing elements gy and g2, both of norm L.

(3) If M is an extension of L(N,k) containing inverses gy1 and gf^1 to gy,g2,

then

llarfcll+ llfefcll >(*-!)• tf*"1-
CONSTRUCTION OF L(N,k). Let B = B (bo, by,b2, gy, g2) consist of the elements

g\gi,    all i > 0, j > 0,

boglgi,    an * > °, .7 > 0, iAj < fc,

big\g{,    all i > 0, j > 0, J = 1 or 2.

Put
11^11 = tfi+J',
lM^II = (tf-i)-tf(fc_1+('vi~fc)+)

\\bi9\9i[[ = N^.

Let L(N, fc) be the Banach space with basis B, consisting of formal sums

X = £ Xb • b
b€B

with norm

11*11 = £ M ■ IN < oo-
b€B
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Define a commutative product in L(N, fc) by the relations

bibj = 0,        i,j = 0,1,2;

bo9y92 =bygk +b2g2:.

With this product, we claim that L(N, fc) is a Banach algebra; the inequality

\[xy\\ < ||x|| • 11y11 holds true for the following reason.

Since L(N, fc) is isomorphic as a Banach space to ly with (not normalized but

otherwise standard) basis B, it is sufficient to show that for each b, b' G B, \\bb'\[ <

\\b\\ ■ [[b'[\; the interesting case to check is when

b — boglg^    (let us say i < fc),

b' = 9y92       (i + s>k, j + t>k).

It turns out that in this case

||66'|| = 2 • Ni+j+s+t-k,

][b[[-\\b'\[ > (N - 1) ■ NlVj-1+s+t

> \\b\\ ■ \\b'\\,

since N > 3 and i < fc. So L(N, fc) is indeed a Banach algebra. We wish to show

that gy and g2 are norm increasing. Let us do this for g2. By considering the

effect of multiplication by g2 on the basis elements, it suffices to prove the following

inequalities.

B = [[zobogTgt1 +z2b2gryn-kgk-l[[

< ]](zobo9?9k2-1 +z2b2gT~h9^)921] = A

(z0,z2 e C, m > fc). Now,

A = \\zobyg? + zob2g?-kgk + z^g^ gk[[

= \z0[Nm + [zo + z2[Nm

and

B = \z0[(N - l)^"1"1 + \z2\Nm-\

thus

A - B = [zolN™-1 + [zQ + z2\Nm - [z2[Nm~l > 0.

Therefore gy and g2 are norm increasing.

But suppose M is a superalgebra containing L, such that gy1 ,g2l G M. Since

bo9y92 = bygk + b2g^, we have

bo = byg2k + b2gyk.

Therefore

(*) (tf-iJtf^^lNI^II^II + llffr*!!-

Let us choose a fixed value of A^, say N = 4. Then we have generating sets

Bk = Bk(bo,by,b2,gy,g2). We aim to get a space containing norm increasing vectors

gy and g2, such that (*) holds for every fc in any extension containing inverses gy1,

fc"1-
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To do this, we identify all the elements gy G Bk, and identify all the elements

gy e Bk, and identify all the elements g2 G Bk, but we label the various elements

b0k\b[k\b^eBk.

Thus we obtain a new generating set

Boo = Boo(gy,g2,b0h),b[k\b2k) (fc = 1,2,...)).

We put norms on the various elements of Boo exactly as before; and we define a

new Banach space L of formal sums

X=  £ Xbb,        XbeC,

6£ Boo

such that

||X|| =   £   |A6| < oo.

be Boo

We define a commutative product on L subject, as before, to the relations

b\k)b\k)=0        (fcGN, m= 0,1,2),

bok)9k9k2=b[Vgk + b2Vgk;

and we add on the new relations

b(k)b(p = 0      (k±l).

With this product L is a Banach algebra, and gy,g2 are norm increasing vectors.

But if M is an extension of L containing vectors gy1, g22, then since

b{ok)=b^g2k + b^gi-k,

we have

(TV - l)^*"1 = ||60fc)ll < lkr*ll + 11^*11
for every fcGN.

Therefore, in particular, the radius of convergence of the power series

oo
£^Vfc

fc=0

must be less than or equal to 1/N either for i = 1 or for 7 = 2. Therefore in no such

extension can we eliminate the compact set ^B(C) from the residual spectrum of

gy and the residual spectrum of g2; for if we could, then the radii of convergence

would be at least 1/2.

This completes our counterexample.

Note that, as a corollary, we cannot eliminate the "joint residual spectrum" of

gy and g2, if "joint residual spectrum" is defined in a sensible way. Recalling that

the joint spectrum of gy and g2 is by definition

{(A,p) G C x C: there are no ay,a2 G L with (AI - gy)ay + (pl - g2)a2 = 1},

we see that the appropriate definitions are as follows:

DEFINITION. The joint essential spectrum of elements x and y in a commutative

unital Banach algebra A is the set

{(A,p) G C x C: AI - gy and pl - g2 are joint topological zero divisors}.
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The joint residual spectrum is the collection of all elements in the joint spectrum

which are not in the joint essential spectrum.

From this it is immediate that for each A in C, there is a point (A,p) in the

joint spectrum (respectively, joint essential spectrum) of gy and g2 if and only if A

is in the spectrum (respectively, the essential spectrum) of gy. Hence we have the

following corollary.

COROLLARY. There is no extension of L in which the joint residual spectrum

of gy and g2 is eliminated. For eliminating the joint residual spectrum implies

eliminating the residual spectra of both individual elements.

In [5], Bollobas exhibits a counterexample to a conjecture of Arens [4], consisting

of a commutative unital Banach algebra containing norm increasing elements gy,

g2, such that no extension can contain inverses gy1, g22, with

||£-i||<l       (i = 1,2).

His counterexample is isomorphic to my L(N, 1). My own counterexample is

obtained by sticking together countably many algebras L(N, fc) so as to obtain a

further result: that one cannot find an inverse producing extension which eliminates

\5(C) from the residual spectra of both gy and g2, no matter how large the norms

of the inverses are allowed to be.
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